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About This Game

Power War – The First Men is a game in first-person multiplayer and it’s create to offer an unique experience in a panoramic of
shooter games in continue evolution. The character is an human with special powers, so he is a "superman" with skills hardly
findable in other games. His skills, associated with various weapons, and not less the punches, allow the player to move freely
within the maps, standing or kneeling and lying on the floor. There are two game modes: the individual experience and team

experience (deathmatch and team deathmatch). The teams in the team mode are Zankles e Katane and have the same skills and
powers, but different suit's colors. The player has a series of weapons he can use like him prefers. The weapons are assault

weapon, an shotgun, sniper and submachine weapon and these are capable to kill the enemy if it is stricken in vital body's part
(for example head). Every weapon has a different "power fire" and the damage depends also where the antagonist is stricken.

Furthermore, he has the “grenade” to causes damage to opponent, the "flashes" to blind the antagonist for some second in direct
conflict, the "EMPs" that disables the foe's powers, the "smokes" to created a smoke curtain; and more interchangeable

attachments: red dot, acog, sniper scope, laser. You will be the protagonist and all depend from your game skill that you will
have, having all players same skills and powers. When you have a full control of skills and powers can you quickly movement in

all directions, and if necessary when you want, you can use an armor to decrease the damage, so, you can make your gaming
experience unique and special, leaving your enemy breathless in front of you.
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Title: Power War:The First Men
Genre: Action, Indie, Massively Multiplayer
Developer:
Andrea Mancuso, Graziano Ferraro
Publisher:
Ferman Studio
Release Date: 22 Mar, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 8

Processor: Intel Quad Core

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia Gtx 660 2GB

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 13 GB available space

Additional Notes: Disk space requirement may change over time
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